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Introduction 

Paignton Academy is committed to ensuring that candidates are fully briefed on the exam 

and assessment process in place in the centre and are made aware of the required JCQ/ 

awarding body instructions and information for candidates. 

 

Purpose of the candidate exam handbook 

The purpose of this handbook is to;  

 Complement student assemblies 

 Ensure students are provided with relevant information about their exams and 

assessments 

 Ensure relevant JCQ information for candidates is provided in advance of the GCSE 

exam season 

 To answer any question student many have 

 Signpost student, parents and carers to exam related policies or information that is 

available on the Academy website 

 

Non-examination assessments 

You may do non-examination assessments throughout year 10 and 11. 

Your teacher will tell you when these are, whether they will be in class time, as 

homework or a mixture of both and when the work is due in. 

Once the work has been handed in your teacher will mark it and return the grade to you. 

If you believe your work has been incorrectly marked you should speak to your class 

teacher and ask them how to access any relevant information such as the mark scheme 

and subject specific documents before deciding whether to internally appeal. 

You will find relevant JCQ documents at the end of this handbook. 

 

 

Written timetabled exams 

Around February before you sit your GCSE final exams you will receive a candidate 

statement of entry which will show your exam entries and the dates and times of your 

exams. You need to check that the personal details and exam entries are correct and see 

the Exams Office staff if you are unsure. Your statement of entry will show the name that 

will appear on your certificates so you need to check this carefully and let the Exams 

Office staff know if there is a mistake.  

Around Easter you will receive your personal exam timetable. This will have the dates 

and times of your remaining exams and assessments, where you are sitting and the exam 

length. It may be different to your friends so make sure you follow your own timetable. A 

copy will be emailed home.  

The JCQ information for candidates documents- warning to candidates, mobile phone 

warning, social media warning are included at the back of this handbook and are also on 

the Academy website under exam information.   
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Contingency days - Summer 2024   

This year there will be several contingency sessions for examinations. The contingency 

days for 2024 are  

• Thursday 6th June 2024 (AFTERNOON) 

• Thursday 13th June 2024 (AFTERNOON) 

• Wednesday 26th June 2024 – CONTINGENCY DAY 

You will need to make sure that you are available to come in to school up to and on this 

date if an exam board need to move an exam for security reasons. You will not be 

eligible to apply for special consideration if you miss an exam on the contingency 

dates due to a holiday, social event or similar.  

You will be informed f you need to attend an exam on the contingency date as early as 

possible. It is likely due to the disruption of an exam that you will be aware well in 

advance that the contingency date will be used.  

 

 

On-screen tests 

Some courses at Paignton Academy may have onscreen exams. This will be sat in a 

computer room and will be in your timetable with your written exams. The JCQ 

information you need to read regarding online exams is in the back of this handbook.  

 

What to do if you identify you have two or more exam papers timetabled at the same 

time (a timetable clash) 

Sometimes exams are scheduled to run at the same time.  This is called a clash. If you 

have a clash on your timetable you will need to sit the exams one after the other. 

Most clashes are of two short exams totalling less than 3 hours, in which case you would 

sit one exam and have a supervised break of up to 20 minutes before sitting the next 

exam. 

You would remain in exam conditions at your exam desk over the break and would not 

be allowed to revise or talk to other students. An invigilator would remain with you at all 

times to ensure formal exam conditions are maintained. If you have a clash like this you 

will receive a letter explaining how the clash is organised. 

Very occasionally students have clash of two longer exams or a clash of three exams in 

which case the Exams Officer will talk to you and your parents directly to discuss how 

you will sit the exams.   
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Where you will take your exams 

Most students will sit exams in the Sports Hall. If you have extra time or other access 

arrangements you may sit your exams in the Arena, Coach Ed or occasionally a smaller 

room.  

 

What time your exams will start and finish 

GCSE exams start at 9.00am for morning exams and 1.30pm for afternoon exams. 

Paignton Academy policy is that students need to stay in the exam room for the whole 

length of the exam to avoid disruption and give everyone the best chance of success. 

You can use any time leftover to check through your answers.  

 

 

Supervision during your exams 

Your exams will be supervised by external exam Invigilators. They are there to ensure 

the exam board rules and regulations are followed and ensure everyone gets the 

opportunity to do their best.  

As Invigilators are required to follow JCQ rules you must make sure you do as they ask, 

as failure to follow the rules and regulations can lead to disqualification. If you have a 

question during the exam or feel unwell or worried you can speak to one of the 

invigilators and they will be able to help you.  

Invigilators at Paignton Academy are very experienced so if you are unsure about 

something don’t be too embarrassed to ask for help as they have seen and heard it all 

before.  

 

Exam room conditions 

You will need to arrive for your exam at least 10 minutes before the start time. For 

morning GCSE’s you can come in early for a free breakfast and revision session.  

When you get to the exam room you will be asked to leave your bag, along with your 

mobile phone and any other unauthorised possessions outside the exam room. If you are 

in the Sports Hall you will allowed to make your way in to find your seat in silence. You 

may be stopped and scanned with the metal detector; this is a random check to make 

sure students don’t have a mobile or other unauthorised device in their pocket. 

If you are in a smaller room you will usually be called in by an invigilator and ticked off 

the register.  

You will be in exam conditions as soon as you enter the room so you must be careful not 

to talk to other students or write on your exam paper until you are told to do so.  Some 

students like to ‘brain dump’ as soon as they are at their desk; you must not do this as 

the exam board will consider you as having started before the start time and you may be 

disqualified.  

Once everyone is in their seat the invigilator will play the exam rules and regulations. 

Although this is read before the start of every exam you must listen carefully each time so 

that you know when to fill out the front of your answer book or question paper and so that 

you know when you may begin; there is an reminder about unauthorised items and this is 

the last chance to hand them in without risking disqualification.  
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You will see on the board the details of the exam paper, date, start and finish times as 

well as the centre number and any other relevant information. You will have a label on 

your desk with your exam. This is to help identify that students are in the correct seat so 

please do not deface or take this card. If the card or label is not in your name you are in 

the wrong seat so check with the invigilator.  

When asked to fill out the front of your booklet you must make sure you use your legal 

name and write clearly in the correct boxes. For your external GCSEs you do not need to 

write your teacher’s name on the paper as your teacher will not see or mark your paper. 

If you find you do not have a black pen or any other required equipment put up your 

hand for the invigilator. We may have some spare equipment but not enough for 

everyone so you should plan to bring your own. 

You must make sure you complete the details on the front of your answer book or 

question paper on any additional paper you use and remember that all additional paper 

must be sent to the exam board. With this in mind please do not ask for spare paper to 

draw or doodle on when you have finished the exam. You should spend any remaining 

time checking your answers.  

 

 

Where you will sit in the exam room 

All exam rooms will have a plan outside for you to check your seat. There will also be a 

plan outside the exams office. 

If you are unsure you can ask an invigilator for help. If you forget your seat number once 

you are in the room do not leave the room to check but ask an invigilator.  

 

How your identity is confirmed in the exam room 

There will be an ID card on the desk for some of your exams to help the invigilators 

check everyone is in the correct seat. Please do not take or deface this card as it is 

important for us.  

Students who wear religious clothing such as a veil may be asked to step into a private 

room by a member of staff (who will be of the same gender) and asked to remove it 

briefly for identification purposes.  

 

What equipment you need to bring to your exams 

For all of your exams you will need to bring a black pen (and a spare or two) and any 

other equipment you may need such as a calculator, ruler, pencil etc. 

All equipment needs to be in a clear pencil case. We have some spare equipment but not 

enough for everyone so you should bring your own.  

 

Using calculators 

You must be aware of the JCQ rules for using calculators. These are explained in the 

table below. If you are unsure or do not understand the rules please speak to your 

teacher, head of year or exams office staff.  
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What you should not bring into the exam room 

Some items are not allowed in the exam room at any time. If you have an unauthorised 

item you may be disqualified from the exam you are sitting and in a worst case scenario, 

all of your exams. These items include; mobile phones, watches, fit bits, iPods, MP3 

players, earphones and other internet enabled devices, as well as note books, papers 

including timetables and drinks bottles with labels on.  

You will hear the list of unauthorised items in the rules and regulations which are read 

before the beginning of each exam. This is the time to do a final check of your pockets 

and hand in any unauthorised items without penalty.   

If you bring the lid of your calculator in you will need to place it formula side down of the 

floor under your desk for the duration of the exam. 

It is important that you remember and follow these rules as failure to do so may lead to 

disqualification.  

 

Food and drink in exam rooms 

You are allowed to bring a drink in a clear bottle (you can take the label off). You will not 

be allowed fizzy drinks or energy drinks and we recommend that you bring plain water 

in a sports tip bottle to minimise the risk of damage to your paper from spillages. 

You should not bring food into your exam but exceptions can be made for medical 

conditions. In this case you will need to speak to the exams officer or head of house in 

advance so that we can agree on the rules and you may be asked to provide medical 

evidence.  
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What you should wear for your exams 

For all of your exams you should wear full school uniform. During the summer months 

you may remove your blazer or tie in the exam room but will need to put them back on 

before you leave.  

 

Where your personal belongings will be stored during your exam 

If you are in a small room you will usually leave your belongings at the front of the room. 

For exams in the Sports Hall you leave your personal belongings in the foyer 

(BRC)/changing rooms(WRC). It is recommended that you leave any valuables at home 

as the Academy does not accept responsibility for the safe keeping of any valuables. 

If you have a concern regarding your belongings please to the year team before your 

exams start. 

 

What to do if you arrive late for an exam 

If you are late for an exam firstly DO NOT PANIC. Phone the Academy and ask to speak 

to the Exams Officer as soon as you know you will be late.  

If you are going to be more than 30 minutes late to the exam we will ask that you do not 

surf the internet and that you stay with a responsible adult who can accompany you to 

school and sign a declaration to confirm you have not had internet access. 

If this is not going to be possible, explain this when you call and we will be able to advise 

you. We will always do our best to help you get to your exams in an emergency or 

difficult situation so just make sure you call us and be honest. 

In the event that you are more than one hour late or have not been under adult 

supervision you should be prepared that the exam board may decide not to accept your 

paper but as this is a worst case scenario always make the effort to get to your exams on 

time.  

 

What to do if you are unwell on the day of an exam 

If you are ill on the day of your exam it is for you and your parent /carer to decide 

whether you should sit the exam or if you are too ill to attend.  

If you are too ill to attend the exam we will need medical evidence in order to apply for 

special consideration and ask the board to give you an aggregated grade. This could be 

am appointment card from the doctor, copy of a prescription or photo of medication 

given to you.  

WE DO NOT NEED A SICK NOTE SO DO NOT PAY FOR A SICK NOTE FROM YOUR 

DOCTOR. 

There are rules regarding what percentage of the final assessment you must sit to be 

eligible for so you or your parent / carer will need to discuss this with the Exams Officer 

and your teacher.  

If you are unwell but able to attend the exam you should bring medical evidence to 

support this for the Exams Officer to apply for special consideration for disadvantage.  
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If you are unwell during the exam the Exams Officer and Head of House will remove you 

from the exam and make a decision as to whether you need a supervised break or to go 

home. In this situation we can apply for special consideration for disadvantage. 

There may be other reasons that you miss an exam such as a close relative’s funeral or an 

emergency situation at home. Parents and carers should speak to the Exams Officer if 

their child needs to miss an exam as although we may be apply for special consideration 

this does not guarantee that your child will achieve their full potential. 

There are circumstances such as holidays, moving house, attending a wedding or 

attending at the wrong time which DO NOT qualify for special consideration so any 

absence from an exam should be vital and discussed with the Academy in advance 

where possible.  

 

What happens if you have an unauthorised absence from an exam 

If you miss an exam for an avoidable reason or you do not supply medical evidence the 

Academy will charge you for the missed exam. You are expected to attend every exam 

for which you are entered. Exam costs range from £9.50 to £99 per exam. 

 

What happens in the event of an emergency in the exam room 

If there is an emergency which requires the exam to be abandoned we will apply for 

special consideration. We will try to allow students to go back and sit the full time so will 

always evacuate / lockdown in silence and exam conditions. If it is not possible for you to 

sit the remainder of the exam we will dismiss you once the Academy is declared safe / 

the exam has officially ended.  

In the event of an emergency during the exam you should stay calm and listen to the 

invigilators instructions. If you are asked to evacuate you MUST remain silent and in 

exam conditions.  

 

Candidates with access arrangements 

If you have access arrangements you will know what these are in advance and will have 

had these arrangements in your previous external and internal exams. 

If you have access arrangements you might sit in a smaller room rather than in the Sport 

Hall. You will be seated with students with similar arrangements. 

Students with Chromebooks should be aware that we use Trelson software to keep the 

Chromebook secure. After the exam students must wait in their seat for their work to be 

printed and signed. 

Students with readers should be aware that there are certain sections of the English 

paper where a reader is not allowed and this will be clear on the paper and 

communicated to students. 

If you have a computer reader you will be provided with a Chromebook and earphones. 

If you wish to use your own earphones you should show them to the invigilator as you 

enter the room. Bluetooth earphones are NOT allowed. 
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Alleged, suspected or actual incidents of malpractice 

If you are suspected of malpractice such as communicating, being in possession of a 

mobile phone or have notes the Academy is required to make a report to the exam 

board.  

There are various penalties which could be applied in this situation, none of which are 

able to be influenced by the Academy. 

Below are JCQ examples of breaches of rules and possible penalties. 
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Results 

You will receive your GCSE results in August. 

A letter will be sent home with the dates and opening times of the Academy. If you are 

unable to attend the results day you can give the exams office a stamped addressed 

envelope for us to post your results home, email us with a request to send results to an 

email address of your choice (remember your school email will no longer work) or you 

can give a family member or friend a letter of permission allowing them to collect results 

on your behalf. They will need to bring the letter with photo ID to collect your results.  

Teachers and Senior Leaders will be available on results day to discuss your results and 

give advice. Uncollected results will be kept at the Academy for the following term. They 

will not be sent home due to data protection. 

We will have a collection box for any uniform you may wish to donate to the academy on 

the last day of exams and results day.  

 

Post-results services 

On results day you may be asked to sign a form to send your exam script to be reviewed 

if you are very close to the border for the grade above. You may be asked to sign a form 

allowing the Academy to use your exam script for teaching and learning; this can be 

used anonymously.  

The full details are explained on the form so take a few minutes to read the form carefully 

and discuss with your teacher or the Exams Officer. 
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Your teacher will have looked at results on the morning of results day to identify students 

close to the border above but if you wish to query this please see the Exams Officer.  

If you or your parents/ carers wish to enquire about paying for a review of marking or a 

copy of your exam script please see the Exams Officer for deadlines and costs. 

If there is a change to your overall grade you will receive a letter in the post. Requests 

are submitted to the boards in September and may not be returned to us until October so 

don’t panic if you don’t hear back from us immediately.  

 

Certificates 

Certificates can be collected from the Academy in December/January. There will be a 

reminder on our social media and website.  

If you are unable to collect your certificates in person you may give a letter of permission 

to a family member or friend. They will need to bring the letter and photo ID. 

Unclaimed certificates will be retained for at least 2 academic years, after which they are 

confidentially destroyed. We cannot post certificates out due to the cost of compensation 

as certificates typically cost £46 each to replace so if you are unable to collect your 

certificates and can’t ask a family member or friend to collect on your behalf please 

speak to the Exams Officer for advice. 

 

Internal appeals procedures 

If you wish to make an internal appeal regarding the grading or your work please speak 

to the Exams Officer or your teacher for the relevant policy and guidance.  

 

Complaints and appeals procedure 

If you wish to make a complaint about the exams processes please speak to the Exams 

Officer or SLT for the relevant advice, guidance and contact details. 
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Appendix 1 

JCQ Information for candidates – Privacy Notice 
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Appendix 2 

JCQ Information for candidates – non-examination assessments 
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Appendix 3 

JCQ Information for candidates – on-screen tests 
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Appendix 4 

JCQ Information for candidates – written exams 
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Appendix 5 

JCQ Information for candidates – social media 
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Appendix 6 

JCQ No Mobile Phones poster 
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Appendix 7 

JCQ Warning to Candidates poster 

 

 


